
GOOD MORNING FLYNN FLYERS! TODAY IS TUESDAY MAY THE 12TH AND HERE ARE YOUR 

ANNOUNCEMENTS! 

 

Important: Please look for a letter from the Flynn Office today that outlines our Student Materials Pick Up plan.  

If you are able, please try to follow the times and dates that you are scheduled to come to Flynn and pick up your 

student items.  Also, look for a short video from me that walks you through the process that we will follow for 

material pick up 

 

Almost record lows this weekend and into this morning!! 29 degrees was the low!  That is just a few degrees short of a 

record!  But the sun will shine today, and the temps will climb to almost 60!   

 

Thank you to everyone that is “playing along” with our Flynn Scavenger hunt!  It sounds like the city of Eau Claire has 

built a fun hunt also that includes clues and hints to find various city locations! I saw a commercial for the EC Marathon 

Scavenger hunt yesterday and the plans will be released this week Thursday! 

Your new picture will be coming soon so be on the lookout for our next Flynn selfie! 

Also, the Wisconsin Air National Guard will be doing a fly over of a bunch of cities in Wisconsin today as they 

honor and pay their respects to those on the front lines of COIVD.  The 115th will fly over HSHS Sacred Heart 

Hospital starting around 6:45 and will be coming from the North.  There are lots of great places and large parking 

lots in that area that you can watch them fly over! 

 

Your trivia for this week is unique!  For all of you doll fans out there: What famous doll claims to be from 

“Willows, WI?” 

 

 

Those are your announcements for today, have a wonderful day Flynn Flyers! 

 


